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EXPERlMENTAL AN ALYSIS OF A 5kW WIDE INPUT VOLTAGE RANGE
THREE-PH ASE BUCK+BOOST POWER FACTOR CORRECTOR
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In this paper the experimental analysis of a

buck+boost PWM rectifier with
'unity power factor is discussed. The output voltage and
the output current control are realized using a digital sig
nal processor where a modulation scheme is employed which
does provide minimum switching losses a nd minimum in
three-phase three-switch

put capacitor voltage ripple rms value.

The control de

sign which is based on an equivalent DC/DC converter and
state-space averaging is discussed briefly. Finally, the effi
ciency, the power f actor , and the total harmonic distortion
and the low-frequency harmonics of the mains current are
gained in dependency on the output power by measure
ments on a 5 kW prototype of the system.
1

INTRODUCTION

In [1] a three-phase PWM rectifier being formed by in
tegration of a three-switch buck-derived front-end and a
DC/DC boost converter output stage has been proposed
(d. Fig. 1) which gives the possibility of controlling the
output voltage to e.g. 400V within a wide input voltage
range of ( 208... 480) Vrm• line-to-line [2J.
L

•

high power density (p

=

965 W/dm3 or 15.8W/in3).

At the Department of Electrical Drives and Machines of
the Vienna University of Technology a prototype of the
th ree-ph ase buck+boost PWM r ectifier has been realized
using standard power semiconductors (in TO 247 packages)
and a d igital signal processor for the system control. The
specifications of the system are:

Po

=

fN
fp

=

5kW

UN,l-l= 208V ... 480V
Un
=
400V
=

5 0Hz
23.4kHz.

In this paper the experimental analysis of the three-phase
buck+boost PWM rectifier system is discussed in detail.
In section 2 the basic principle of operation is summa
rized briefly. Section 3 shows a block diagram of the
control structure implemented on a digital signal proces
sor. Furthermore, a brief introduction into the control de
sign with reference to an equivalent DC/DC converter and
state-space averaging � given. In section 4, the results
of the experimental analysis of the system are compiled in
cluding the dependency of the mains current total harmonic
distortion, of the efficiency, and of the power factor on the
output power within the wide input voltage range. Further
more, the spectrum of the mains phase current is shown for
different operating points.
2

BASIC PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

For

achieving a resistive fundamental mains behavior
i

=

and for neglection of the fundamental
capacitor currents,

of

the input filter
(2)

Fig.

1:

Structure of the power circuit of the three-phase

buck+boost PWM rectifier.

As main advantages of this concept one has to point out
•

the sinusoidal shape

• the resistive
• the

of the input

currents

fundamental mains b ehavi or

possibility of limiting the input current and/or

the current in the buck+boost inductor for mains

over-voltages.
Furthermore, in contrast
type input stage
• no

and

(1)

R,S,T,

with boost

auxiliary start-up circuit is required

the system
•

to rectifier systems

shows a

high efficienc y

of up

to

7)

=

96.6 %, a nd a
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fundamentals of iU,(I),i of the discontinuous rectifier input
phase currents iU,i lying in phase with the corresponding
mains phase voltages UN,i � UCp,i have to be formed.
Accordingly, the relative on-times (jSi of the power tran
sistors S, have to be set proportional to the instantaneous
value of the mains phase voltages considering the value of
the buck stage output current I which can be assumed as
approximately constant and impressed by the buck+boost
inductor. With the modulation index M of the buck input
stage
ME [0;1]

(3)

( where iN denotes the amplitude of the mains phase cur
rent; U denotes the average value of the output voltage
of the buck input" stage, and UN,I-1 denotes the rms value
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of the line-to-line voltage) one receives for the relative on
times of the power transistors

S;

section 2) is not true for the low inductance of the inductor
employed. A far larger inductance would be required for

assuring a constant buck+boost inductor current I which

(4)

however would result in an unacceptable large inductor vol
ume.

The maximum output voltage Umo.x of the buck input stage

Tek

is limited according to a selected maximum modulation in

---r...

dex Mmo.x to

(5)

.-----

where in the case at hand the stationary maximum modu

lation index is set to Mmax = 0.9 in order to have a margin

to the theoretical limit M = 1 (cf.

(3»

for system control.

0

of the boost power

.

If U",ax is lower than the reference value of the system out
put voltage Uo, the boost output stage has to be activated,
i.e., the on-time and/or duty cycle
transistor has to be set according to

Umo.x

0= 1In

Fig. 2

(6)

the distortion of the mains phase currents and

of the buck+boost inductor current is shown for an out
put voltage reference value being higher than the maximum

buck stage output voltage Uma.x, where the boost stage has

not been activated, 0
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distorted mains phase current iN,R and buck+boost inductor
current I for UN,I-1 = 200V, U o = 160V and Po = 775W.
Current scales: iN,R, I: 5A/div; voltage scale: UCF,R: 500V/

div.

The reference value ll, of the local average current in the

- Uo

boost diode is set by the output voltage controller
in dependency on the control error U;

F(s)

of the output

voltage. The controller is defined as of PI-type,

F(s)

=

kp,u (1 +

� kI'U ) .

(7)

The reference value of the buck+boost inductor curr ent 1*
is gained by multiplying the current in the boost diode with
the weighting factor 1/(1

- 0),

where

cycle of the boost converter (cf.

+-\::,lL-t--\::¥---t-,\::¥-!---'I;:7'--I I

G(s)

ductor current controller

(6»).

0

denotes the duty

The buck+boost in

sets the reference value Ui

of the local average voltage across the buck+boost induc
tor. Adding the local average value of the voltage across
the boost transistor

U

Fig. 2:

Time behavior of a mains phase current, of an input
filter capacitor voltage, and of the buck+boost inductor current
for set ting a sys tem output voltage Uo exceedi ng Umax in case

:

the boost stage power transistor remains in the turn-off state.
Current scales: iN,R, I: 5 A/div; voltage scale UCp,R: 500V/

div.

In order to achieve a high system efficiency, and a low mains

has been identified in [1] and

[3]

which does provide min

...

=

Uo

1
1

�

( 8)

0'

as a pre-control signal, one receives the reference value U·

'

of the local average value of the output voltage of the buck

input stage. Due to the pre-control U · of the boost tran

sistor voltage the buck+boost inductor current controller

G(s)

can be of P-type,

G(s)

current ripple a modulation method and/or switching state
sequence within a pulse half period of the buck input stage

'.

=

kp,I.

(9)

The buck stage output voltage reference value U· is limited

imum switching losses and/or does allow to select a high

according to (5).

switching frequency.

for the calculation of the on-times OJ of the buck stage

3
3.1

SYSTEM CONTROL
Control Structure

The block diagram of the two-loop control implemented in

The actual interval of the mains period as required

switching states j in combination with U· is determined

by comparing the band-pass filtered input filter capacitor
voltages

ug:,;

(mid-frequency of the band-pass filter at

In the following, the relative on-times!
OJ are given for the interval of the mains period where

Wm

=

21l'50Hz).

the system prototype with an outer output voltage control
and an inner buck+boost inductor current control is de
picted in

Fig. 3

[1).

The requirement of controlling the

buck+boost inductor current I is clearly shown in Fig 4.

The assumption of a buck+boost inductor current I being

constant and impressed by the buck+boost inductor L (cf.

UCF,R> 0

and

uCp,s < 0;

UCp,T

<0

(10)

lThe indices of the relative on-times deno t e the switching

sta tes j = (8R 8 S 8T) of the power transistors of the buck input
stage, where 8; = 1 denotes the on-state and 8i = 0 denotes the
off-state of a phase power transistor Si.
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Fig. 3:

s

Block diagram of the two-loop control of the three-phase buck+ boost PWM rectifier system (shown only schematically);

for

the sake of clearness, signal paths being equal for all phases are combined in double lines and filter elements attenuating switching
frequency components of measured voltages and currents are not shown.

is valid;

1 u·
BP
BP
BP
31�;12 (UCp,R + uCp,s - UCp,T)
1 U·
BP
BP
BP
31uBP
2 (UCp,R - uCp,s + UCp,T)
I
F
-O
1- 8(101)

There

I:!!�:I

(11)

- 8(110),

denotes the absolute value of the space vec

which is defined by

BP
uCF!Ct

Equivalent

DC/DC

e

conv rter circuit used for control

design.

tor of the band-pass filtered input filter capacitor voltages

U�;,i

Fig. 5:

buck and boost power transistors. In mode A, the modula
tion index of the buck-input stage is set to Mmax, and the

duty cycle of the boost output stage 8 is higher than

10 %.

2 [ BP 1 ( BP BP ]
:3 uCp,R -"2 uCp,s + UCF,T) ,

In mode S, M = M�ax and (j < 10 % is valid. In mode C

BP
BP
v'3 [uOp,s - UCF,T] ,

lation index of the buck input stage is varied according to

1

/ BP 2
BP 2
V UCp,,, +UCF,/3

the boost stage is deactivated, i.e. (j

(12)

the output voltage required.

=

0,

and the modu

Four different circuit states

depending on the switching states of the power transistors

SBuck

•

These equations hold also in case a zero sequence system

and

Fig. 6).

SBoo.t can be distinguished (d. Tab. 1 and

would be contained in the measured filter capacitor volt
ages.

3.2

Topology

SBuck

SBoo.t

1

off
off

off
on

on

off

on

on

0

Modelling, Small Signal Analysis and

2

3

Control Design
For designing the system control in a first step the three

PWM rectifier system is transformed
into an equivalent DC/DC buck+boost PWM rectifier (cf.
Fig. 5), and the equivalent DC value u£c of the input volt
age and the equivalent DC input filter inductor L�c and
'
equivalent DC filter capacitor Cj? c are calculated,
phase buck+boost

3v'3/(v'27r) UN,I-1
3/2Lp
2/3Cp.

(13)

Three different operating-modes of the three-phase system

DC/DC sys
.
the on-times of

(and, correspondingly, also for the equivalent
tem) can be distinguished depending on

Tab. 1: C ircuit

Mode

B,C
A,B
A,B,C
A

topologies and corresponding operating modes

used as basis for state-space averaging.

Each circuit topology can be described using state-variables,
the resulting state-equations are time weighted and/or av
eraged over a pulse period (state-space averaging,

[4), [5])

using the modulation index M and the duty cycle 8. Sub

sequently, small

AC

perturbations are introduced, e.g., for

the output voltage,

Uo = Uo +uo

(14)

where Uo is the steady-state output voltage and Uo denotes
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Root locus diagram (a) of the current 'control loop, and

of the output voltage control loop, both for rated output

power

Po

=

5kW.

mains current as occurring in case the controller gain is not
adapted properly are shown.
For the outer output voltage control loop, the integra
tion constant of the PI-type output voltage controller is set
to kr,u
0.5, the corresponding root locus diagram is de
picted in Fig. reb). With thiS, one receives for the gain
of the output voltage controller kp,u < 7 for rated out
put power Po =5 kW. Details of the design of the system
control will be given in a future paper.
=

Fig. 6: Topologies for different switching states of the equi valent
DC/DC converter.

3.3

Digital Signal Processor

the small AC perturbation. The perturbation of the input The control of the 5 kW prototype of the three-phase buck+
voltage as well as the perturbation of the modulation index boost PWM rectifier was realized using a floating point
M in modes A and B are assumed to be equal to zero in digital signal processor ADSP-21061 SHARe (Analog De
order to simplify the analysis. The resulting differential vices) [7J, [8J in combination with programmable logic de
equations for the AC perturbations are transformed into vices (PLDs) MAX 7000S [9J. The pulse frequency was
the s-domain using Laplace transformation. Therewith, the defined as fp = 23.4 kHz in order to limit the power semi
desired transfer functions, e.g., uo(s)/m(s) and uo(s)/8(s), conductor switching losses to an admissible value (cf. [10]).
.By employing two interleaved triangular carrier signals for
can be calculated,
Combining both the transfer functions and the pro the buck and the boost converter modulation, the ripple of
the buck+boost inductor current can be minimized. The
posed control scheme (cf. Fig. 3) for the different modes
of operation, a basis for determining the control parame switching signals of the boost stage power transistor S then
ters is obtained, There, the effect of the finite sampling show a displacement of half a pulse period Tp/2 21.3/Ls
time of the DSP (sampling is once per pulse half period, to the switching signals of the buck stage power transis
i.e. the sampling frequency is 46.875kHz) is considered in tors Si, i = R, S, T (cf. Fig. 9). The boost converter
a first approximation by a first-order delay having a corner power transistor is turned on while the buck input stage is
in the free-wheeling state, whereby the voltage across the
frequency of We =211' 5kHz.
In Fig. 7( a) the root locus diagram of the current con buck+boost inductor and/or the current ripple are mini
mized.
trol loop is given for the following operating parameters:
=

Po

= SkW

cf?c

=2.67/LF

M
Uo
Co

uJ1c = 444V
L�c = 225/LH

L

4

=0.9
=400V
750p.F
= ImH . .
=

As the calculation of the root locus of the current control
loop shows, the gain kp,I of the current controller has to be
set considering
kp,l < 40

for

Po

=

5kW@Uo = 400V .

(15)

The controller gain was varied in the range of kp,l =5 ... 40
in dependency on the input voltage in order to avoid oscil
lations of the input filter. In the course of a further de
velopment of the controller, an automatic adaption of the
controller parameters and an active damping of the input
filter [6J will be implemented. In Fig. 8 the excitation of
the input filter and the corresponding oscillations of the

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The operating behavior of the system prototype was inves
tigated for different output power levels Po and different
line-to-line voltages UN,I-I,
[0.5; 1; 2; 3; 4; sj kW

[210; 260; 310; 360; 415; 440JV ,

(16)

the total harmonic distortion THD of the mains phase cur
rents, the power factor A at the input of the rectifier system,
as well as the efficiency Tf were determined using a three
phase power analyzer Voltech@ PM 300 [11]. The load was
represented by an ohmic power resistor, the output voltage
was controlled to the rated value of Uo
400V, the heat
sink temperature was held at ;:,; 30° C by proper forced
air cooling. The maximum input voltage was limited to
UN,I-I =440V due to the voltage supply available in the
=
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1

-+--j-I-- -1-+--,1--+-·-

Ch3 200",,.,.'0

Fig.

8:

Excitation of the input

filter by

th e constant input power character istic
of the rectifier system; mains phase cur

rent iN R, input filter capacitor voltage
'UCF,R : and buck+boost inductor cur
rent I. Current scales: iN,R, I: 5 A/
div; voltage scale: 'UCF,R: 500V/div.
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\

Crt<!
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.

SQOv

9:
Switching actions of the
buck stage power transistor Ss and
of the boost converter power tran
sistor SBoost; mains phase current
iN R, voltage 'Us, Buck across buck stage
,
po wer transistor Ss, vo lt age 'Us, Boost
across boost converter power tr ansistor ,
buck +boost inductor current I.

Fig.

Fig. 10: Time behavior of

the mains
currents iN,i, input filter capaci
tor voltages "'OF,i, and buck+boost in
duct or current I for UN,!-!
324 V
and Po
3 kW. Current scales: iN R:
5A/div; I: 5 A/div; voltage sc�le:
uCF,R: 250 V /div.
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=

=
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(j): 4000W@270V.
Fig. 11: Mains

on .

(k): 4000 W@440V.

eM

._. ..._...

.

. .....

..

""

.. ,-... .. ...-

,ocv

(1):5000W@312V.

(m):5000W@440V.

current iN,R (Ch. 2, trace 1) and corresponding input filter capacito r voltage 'UCF,R (Ch. 4, trace 2),
and buck+boost inductor current I (Ch. 3, trace 3) for different output power levels Po and different line-to-line voltages UN,I�I'
Mains phase current scales (Ch . 1): (b): 1 A/div; (a), (d): 2A/div; ( c ) , (f), (h): 5A/div; ( e) , (g), (j)-(m): lOA/div; input filter
capacitor voltage scales (Ch. 4): (a)-(d), (f)-(m): 500V/div; (e): 250V/div; buck+Boost inductor current scales (Ch. 3): (a),
(d): 2A/div; (b), (c), (f): 5A/div; (e), (h), (k) , (m): lOA/div; (g), (j), (I): 10A/div.
phase

laboratory. In order to avoid oscillations of the mains phase

G( 8) was adjusted
voltage manually (cf.

current, the gain of the current controller
for operating points with low input
section

3.2;

for the experimental setup there was a high in

fluence on the input filter resonant frequency by the stray
inductance of the autotransformer varying with the trans-

former output voltage ) . The results of the measurements

are approximated by trend lines (cf. Figs.
In

Fig.

12, 14, 15).

10 the time behavior of the mains phase cur

rents iN,i, i
R, S,T, of the input filter capacitor voltages
UCF,; and of the buck+boost inductor current I is given
324 V and an output
for a line-to-line voltage of UN,I-I
=

=

151
power of Po

3kW. In

=

Fig. 11

the behavior of the mains

phase current iN,R, of the corresponding input filter capac
itor voltage

UCF,R,

and of the buck+boost inductor current

4.2

Efficiency

The system efficiency

I is depicted for different output power levels and for oper

1/ =

ation at the upper and at the lower input voltage level (cf.
(16)).

For large values of the mains phase currents, one

can notice the excitation of the input filter at the changes
of the operating intervals of the mains period as defined
by the changes of the combination of signs (cf. (10) of the
input filter capacitor voltages (e.g., cf. Fig. l1(g), (j), (I)).

is shown in

Power Factor

).,

=

s

is shown in

=

T
dt
-iN
JO N UN,. iN,i
='
-V';: =�=J.=�T:= N =u=J.r==;= = -r=
V =�=J=:T:=N ='J.r
�= =,=.
t
d
T
dt
T
o
o
,

I:.

Fig.

96.6 %, for the maximum input voltage of UN,l-l

1 % could be expected,

sults in higher switching and conduction losses of the power

(17)

semiconductors and/or in higher losses in the passive power
components.

12 in dependency on the line-to-line volt
'

98
96

input voltage. This is due to the lower mains phase current
iN,. and the higher percentage of the input filter capaci

Fig. 13

<!1

94

�

92

I"l

90

'"

.!l

the behavior of the mains phase

il3

current is shown for disabled rectifier, where mains current
and input filter capacitor current are identicaL Especially

for a low output power of Po

=

88

500 W this influence can be

recognized clearly in Fig. 12(b).

86
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II
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Behavior of mains phase curre n t iN,R and of the corre
re ctifier

400

Efficiency

11

450

in dependency on the line-to-line voltage
Po.

for different output power levels

4.3

Total Harmonic Distortion

In

Fig. 15,

the average value

TND

of the total harmonic

distortions TH D; of mains phase currents is given in depen
dency on output power and input voltage. There, as given
in

the total harmonic distortion of the mains phase cur

[11]

rents is calculated by the power analyzer with reference to

THDi

Ir-

350

300

UN,l-l

THDi

sponding input filter capacitor voltage UCF,R in case the

is disabled,

Fig. 14:

=

I

!

r

1'\

0,92

....
�

oX in dependency on the line-to-line voltage

12: Power fador

UN,!-l

360

800

260

250

Line-to-Line Voltage UN.'" I V

0

[i
8

s
u
�
""

200

:;::

0,998

0
'"
@

The efficiency for constant output

input current. For decreasing input voltage the mains phase

and close to the maximum input voltage, the power factor

�

480 V

=

current does increase for constant output power, which re

shows lower values than at higher output power and low

:;::
8

14. For the input voltages close to the up

(which could not be achieved in the laboratory) an increase

age for different output power levels. At low output power

tor current. In

(18)

power is highly dependent on the input voltage, i.e. on the

The power factor>' of the buck+boost PWM rectifier,

P

UoIo
T
t·
-:l
�-J.
--.,.,0 ""
T,N�-·--d
�i
UN,i IN,i
N

per limit, the efficiency is in the range of approx. 95 % to

of

4.1

Fig.

Po

P=

=

V/[2N,; - pN,(l),i
IN,(l),.

VI:n# IN,(n),;
IN,(l),i

For low input voltage, the

·100%

'tTHDi >

6%

(19)
.

100%

T HD

'tTHDi <

6%

shows higher values than

for high higher input voltage, except at low output power
levels, where the TH D is influenced by the input filter. The
low values at low input voltage are due to the parasitic sec

ond harmonic of the buck+boost inductor current I , which

does result in a low frequency distortion of the mains phase
currents (cf. section

4.4

4.4).

Spectrum of the Mains Phase Currents

The spectrum of the mains currents was determined for two
different output power levels (Po

=

2 kW and Po

=

5 kW)
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Fig. 16: Equivalence of a bridge leg of the buck input stage in
the average over a pulse period to a multiplier.

4,0
2,0
0,0
200

260

300

360

400

450

dependency on the line-to-line voltage U N,I-l for different levels
of the output power Po·

2
and different values of the input voltage , cf. Fig. 17. The
spectra show 3rd, 5th and 7th harmonics, which are not
attenuated by the switching frequency input filter. The
origin of the low frequency harmonics is explained in the
following.
Third Harmonic

Since there is no connection of the system to the mains neu
tral, a zero sequence system formed by 3rd harmonic cur
rents of equal phase cannot exist. Accordingly, the analysis
of the amplitudes iN,(3).', i R, S, T, of the 3rd harmonics
and of their phase-displacement 'P(3),; to the related fun
damentals IN,(I),. shows, that the 3rd harmonics are not
of zero-sequence type but constitute a three-phase system
having three times the mains frequency, 3 1N = 150 Hz.
For P 2kW and UN,I-I 440 V one receives for the 3r cl
harmonics:
=

=

=

=

Idi.t . = I

Line-to-Line Voltage UN.'" I V

, Fig. 15: Thtal harmonic distortion THD of the mains current in

'P(3),R

inductor current is distorted, i.e. if I does contain any har
monics, e.g., a 2nd harmonic of amplitude i(2),

-330 el.

'P(3),S

=

-228° el.

'P( 3),T

=

-202° el.

IN,(3),R/IN,(1),R =
IN,(3),s/IN,(1),S

IN,(3),T/IN,( 1),T

=
=

0.037

0.013 (20)
0.026.

The investigation furthermore identifies a dependency of
the 3rcl. harmonic current system on the gain kp,l of the
buck+boost inductor current controller G(s). For small
values of kp,l as set for the operation at high output power
and/or low mains voltage the 3rcl harmonics show a sub
stantially larger value than for the operating point 2 kW
@ 440 V, with higher kp,I. The higher value of kp,I does
provide a reduction of the amplitude of the 3rcl harmonics
of 35 %.
The 3rd harmonics do occur for the following reason:
According to (4) the buck+boost inductor current is dis
tributed sinusoidally to the mains phases in dependency on
the modulation index M. E.g., if phase R is considered one
receives for the mains phase current

+ i(2) sin(2w t)

(22)

one receives for the mains phase current in phase R 3
iN,R

I d;.t,

M cost w t)

=

[I + i(2) sin(2wt)]

IN,(l)

cos(wt) +

M cos(wt)

=

(23)

i

N (2)
-2
- [cos(wt) - cos(3wt)]

where iN,(l) denotes the amplitude of the mains current
fundamental, and iN,(2) denotes the amplitude of the 2nd
mains current harmonic. Accordingly, a 2nd harmonic of
the buck+boost inductor current is responsible for a 3rd
harmonic of the mains phase current [12], [13].
In the following, the amplitude of the voltage being neces
sary to cause a 2nd harmonic i(2) Rl 2A (cf. Fig. l1(m))
shall be calculated in order to point out the sensitivity of
the system to non-idealities in case the buck+boost induc
tor current controller shows low gain. One receives for the
absolute value ZL,(2) of the impedance of the buck+boost
inductor4 L for the 2nd harmonic
ZL,(2)

=

2wL

=

47r50Hz· 1750 pH

Rl 1 n.

(24)

This results in an amplitude of the 2nd harmonic of the
output voltage u of the buck stage required for generating
i(2) � 2A of

U(2)

=

ZL,(2) . 1 2)

(

=

1n

.

2A = 2V

(25)

what is in the range of the forward voltage drops of the
power semiconductors (!). Also, e.g., a slight unbalance of
the mains voltages which is not perfectly eliminated in the
course of the calculation of the duty cycles of the buck stage
power transistors (e.g. due to imperfections of the capac
itor voltage measurement) or does only apparently occur
due to tolerances of the input filter capacitors would be
large enough to cause a 2nd harmonic amplitude as occur
ring in the case at hand. The effect of such non-ideal be
havior on the operating behavior of the three-phase/switch
buck+boost PWM rectifier will be calculated analytically
in a future paper.
Fifth and Seventh Harmonics

t
(21) As Fig. 17 shows, both the 5 " and the 7th harmonic of
the mains phase currents, which are not attenuated by the
incorporating (3). Therefore, the behavior of each phase input filter, show a large amplitude. This is due to the 5th
of the buck input stage in the average over a pulse period and the 7th harmonics contained in the feeding AC mains
is equivalent to multiplying the constant buck+boost in voltage as resulting from heavy loading with single-phase
ductor current with a sinusoidal (modulation) signal with
phase AC voltage source; therefore, the mains current distortion
mains frequency (cf. Fig. 16). If now the buck+boost
iN,R

=

IM

cos(wt)

=

iN

cos(w t)

20ne has to mention, that the voltage supply was represented
by an auto-transformer and not by a purely sinusoidal three-

is partly due to the mains voltage distortion.
3With sin(Q) sin(;3) = [cos(Q -;3) -cos (a + ;3)].

• L = 1750 JLH @ 15 A.

�
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diode rectifiers with capacitive smoothing.

The buck in

put stage shows a purely ohmic behavior, i.e., the shape

of the mains phase currents is proportional to the shape of
the mains phase voltages. Therefore, the 5th and the 7th
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